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ABSTRAcT
Using a micro-Ramantechnique,two microstructural
variations of a syngeneticpyrope inclusion in diamond
from Liaoning, China, havebeenrecognized,the degeneration of long-rangeorder and the existenceof a structural
hydrous component.Theseexperimentalresultsprovide
direct evidencefor the existenceof a crystalline-to-amorphous transition, the incorporationof "mantle water"
into the structureof a magnesiumsilicate,and the genetic
correlation of thesetwo phenomenain the specificrange
of conditions in the upper mantle in which diamond
forms.

clusions,on the other hand, are consideredthe
deepest unaltered sample of the upper mantle,
which thus can provide very important information
on the processesin the interior of the Earth.
Moreover, the results of a thousand chemical
analysesof mineralinclusionsin diamond (Meyer
1987) have revealed two major geochemicalenvironments in the upper mantle important for
diamond formation, peridotitic and eclogitic.
Therefore,the topic of this study has significance
both with respectto mantle geology and exploration for diamond.

Keywords: mineral inclusion, diamond, degenerationof
long-rangeorder, hydrous component,micro-Raman
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To date, no structural features of the mineral
inclusionsin diamondhavebeenreported.In 1980,
the micro-Raman spectroscopicmethod was
used to identify mineral inclusions still sealed
Sovl,relRr
in a diamond host (Dele-Duboisel al. l980a,b).
This
techniquecan undoubtedlybe usedto detect
Nous documentons,au moyen de la spectroscopie
micro-Raman, deux propridtdsmicro-structuralesd'une material enclosedin such a transparent medium.
inclusion de pyrope syng6n6tiquedans un cristal de However, the high index of refraction of diamond
diamant provenantde Liaoning (Chine): 1) la d6g€n€res- and the complicatedshapeof the crystalscorlmoncence de l'ordre atomique i longue 6chelle, et 2) Iy give riseto diminishedintensitiesof the incident
I'existenced'une composantehydratde dans le grenat laser beam and the Raman signal. It is also not
mantellique.Les r6sultatsexp6rimentauxfournissentdes rare for fluorescent radiation from the host
6videncesdirectes d'une transition de l'6tat cristallin i
diamond to cover the weak Ramansignal from the
l'€tat amorphe,I'incorporationde I'eaumantelliquedans inclusion.
Actually, it is hard to acquire, from a
une structured'un silicatemagndsien,et la corr6lation de
ratio, any
ces deux ph6nomdnesdans une rdgion du manteau dans spectrumwith ratherpoor signal-to-noise
detailed
information
on
structural
features
of a
le champde stabilitddu diamant.
mineralinclusionsealedin diamond.
(Traduit par la R6daction)

Micro-Raman spectroscopyis, however, the

Mots-clds: inclusion min6rale, diamant, d6g6n6rescence most suitabletechnique(Delhaye& Dhamelincourt
de I'ordre atomique i longue 6chelle,composante 1975)for the study of structural featuresof mineral
hydrat6e, spectroscopiemicro-Raman, Liaoning, inclusionsin caseswhere they can be exposed
Chine.
through cracking of the host diamond. This
INtnooucttoN
A great deal of attention has been devoted to
the study of mineral inclusions in diamond since
Meyer's pioneering work in 1967. Increasing
attention has been attracted to this field because
diamond, as the host of mineral inclusions, is
regarded as a metastable phase that has remained
unreactive since emplacement; the mineral in-

approachis thus a method of micro-zoneanalysis
with a l-pm spatialresolution, which appearsto be
much smaller than the size of ordinary mineral
inclusionsin diamond. Furthermore,it does not
require samplepreparation, so that mineral grains
can be put on a glass slide and measured
immediately. Also, its nondestructivenature permits other types of analysis, such as with an
electron microprobe and by infrared absorption
spectroscopy.
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(100x 250pm)
Frc. 2. Photoof the pyropeinclusion
studv,
chosenfor micro-Raman

Then, after removal of one of the slides,it was
placed directly under the laser beam on the
microscopestage of the Raman spectrometerfor
analysis.
The micro-Raman spectrometer used in this
Hc. l. Photo of the diamond grain (3 x 2.1 mm), showing
experiment is a double-monochrometerJobinthe seven pyrope inclusions.
Yvon instrument(modelU1000)with a photomultiplier as monochanneldetector. The slits of the
spectrometerwere fixed at 400 pm, and a 50 x
SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT
long-working-distanceobjectivewas used to introduce the laser beam and to collect scattered
The diamondgrain (3 x 2.1 mm) containsseven radiation.The 514.5nm line of an argonion laser
pyrope inclusions(Fig. l); it was selectedfrom the (SpectralPhysics,model 2000)was usedas exciting
No. 50 kimberlitic pipe of Liaoning, China. In source. In order to give preciselythe polarization
order to take out theseinclusionsfor analysis,the direction of the exciting radiation, a Spectral
diamond was cracked by means of a "cracker" Physics rotating polarizer was mounted at the
designedby ProfessorMeyer.
output terminal of that laser. In this way, the
The electron-microprobe
analysisof oneof these polarization of laserradiation can be made to turn
pyrope inclusions was carried out on a Cameca to any direction on the plane perpendicularto the
SX50 instrument(20 kV, 20 nA). The resultsof the laser beam, and at the same time to mark that
analysisand the calculated chemical formula are directionwith an angle0 in the rangeof 0 to 720".
given in Table l.
When the 0 angleof the polarizerchanges90ofrom
Another pyrope inclusion was chosen for the any value, the polarization of laser radiation will
micro-Raman experiment.It is 100 x 250 pm in be perpendicularto its original polarization.
size, wine red in color, and has a bumpy surface
(Fig. 2). This pyrope grain was immediatelysealed,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
without any preparation, by using two concave
slides after extraction from the host diamond.
The Raman spectrum in the fundamental
TASLX 1. EIJCTBON-MICBOMOBE
DATA ON TEE PYBOPE INCLUSION
vibration regionof this pyropeinclusionis shown
in Figure3. In orderto discussits spectralfeatures,
8F:
tror ALor C'ros FcO
MFo
CaO
MrO
NsrO Totd
the Raman spectraof four megacrysticsamplesof
412
0.05
143
123
6.41
x2.9 3t)
039
0.@:l
r(n.5
pyrope are given in Figure 4. Among them, No. I
and No. 19 were selected from the Victory I
tuhrl
(Mb#bMbr.i!](dilThcc'cdF.SxstsAlolq
J
kimberlitic pipe, in Shandong;samples3l and 53
foEda
have a non-kimberlitic origin. The spectrumof the
Conp6lrbn b ergsd
tn ydgtd 70 oddB.
pyrope inclusion (Fig. 3) showsfeaturessimilar to
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Flc. 3. Ramanspectrumof the plrope inclusion:fundamentalvibrationsof SiOe.

those of the kimberlitic pyrope: l) the relative characterof mantle-derivedpyrope syngeneticwith
intensitiesof threemain bands,near9?.0,560and diamond.
regionof the
360 cm-r, reach almost the same level, 2) some
Figure5 showsthe high-frequency
distinguishable distortions can be seen in the Raman spectrumof this pyrope inclusion. Similar
bandwings,3) all bandwidths increase,and 4) the to infrared absorption results (Aines & Rossman
backgroundof the spectrumappeils to be higher. 1984a, b), this Raman spectrum precludesthe
The spectrahavebeendiscussedin detail in another possibility of molecular water introduced through
study (Wang 1987);theseRaman spectralfeatures surfaceabsorptionor contaminationin experimenwere found to reflect a microstructuralvariation in tal operations.As can be seen,the three bandsat
the pyrope structwe, i.e., the degenerationof 3719, 3647 and 3575 cm-r, which representthe
long-range order (Brawer 1975) due to the ap- symmetricstretchingvibration of the O-H bond,
pearance of the anomalous structural elements, indicate the existence of a structurally bound
which appearto be mainly in the form of irregularly hydrouscomponent.Besides,the photo of the host
polymerizedtetrahedra(SiO+)(McMillan 1984)or, diamond (Fig. l), which is devoid of cracks,
in other words, the amorphousstructuralelements demonstratesthat the pyrope studied obviously
(SiOr". The pressure-induced
crystalline-to-amor- could only be a primary inclusion, or at least a
phous transition has been documented recently syngeneticone, which crystallized with its strucusing a diamond anvil cell, X-ray diffraction and turally bound hydrous component in the upper
micro-Raman spectroscopy(Hemley et al. 1988). mantle at a depth probably greater than 150 km.
It suggeststhat the temperature at which amor- The presenceof a structurally bound hydrous
phization can be made to proceedis low relative to component in pyrope of suspectedmantle origin
the activationenergybarrier for the transformation was reported earlier (Aines & Rossman1984a,b)'
to a thermodynamicallystablecrystallinephase,so but their data were all basedon megacrystsfrom
that the structural elementsof the crystal distort kimberlites. Therefore, this pyrope inclusion in
and gradually break down at high pressure to diamond,with its undisputedmodeof occwrence,
a moreefficientpackingof ions.The provides the most direct evidenceof the existence
accommodate
documentationof an amorphouscomponentin of water in the region of the upper mantle where
undisputed mantle-derivedpyrope indicates that diamond formed, and of its incorporation, at that
this transition actually doesoccur in the interior of depth, into the structure of a magnesiumsilicate
the Earth. Moreover, according to generaloccur- that is nominally anhydrous. The existenceof
rencesof diamondiferouskimberlites,in the central stablehydrousmagnesiumsilicateat that depthalso
part of old cratons, character2edby a stablehigh correspondsto the decreasein water fugacity at the
pressureand a relativelylow temperature,it can be bottom of the low-velocityzone(Ringwood1975).
postulated that the amorphization, to various
On the other hand, the existenceof a structurally
degrees, could possibly be a special structural bound hydrous component in pyrope provides a
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condition for the appearanceof the amorphous
structuralelementsdiscussed
above:
Mg3Al2[SiOa]3
+ nHrO MgrAl2[(SiO)r_lOoHo)*] + (SiOt"

sdo rdo aio ooo zdo Eooeoo 1000 lt00
y cn-l
Ftc. 4. Raman spectra of fow megacrysticsamplesof
pyrope.

Inasmuch as these microstructural variations
have already been found independently in the
structure of megacrystic pyrope of suspected
mantle origin (Aines& Rossman1984a,b, Wang
pyrope
1987),thek coexistence
in a mantle-derived
inclusionprovidesfirst of all experimentalevidence
for their genetic correlation in the upper mantle
environment.
More detailed Raman experiments could
evaluate the structural role of that hydrous
componentin pyrope.SinceMcConnell(1942)first
postulatedthe isomorphic substitution of (OaHa)a
for (SiOa)+ to resolve discrepancies between
analytical data and structural conceptsobservedin
several minerals, numerous studies have been
performed using X-ray and neutron diffraction as
well as infrared absorption spectroscopyto study
the possibilityof this substitutionin garnet. The
earlier work concentratedon the hydrogrossular
series.Cohen-Addad et al. (1967) suggestedthat
the structural entity (O4H4)+does not form; they
proposed instead that the polyhedra were either
AI(OH)6 or AIO6_^(OH)*.But Foreman's study
(1968)on a deuteratedhydrogrossular
documented
the existence of (OoHo)+, and questioned the
interpretationof Cohen-Addadet ql, In addition,
the most recentstructural refinement(Lager et al.
1989)also revealedthat the substitutionof (OoHo)a
for (SiOn)+ is the usual form of the structurally
bound hydrous componentin the garnet structure.
Four O-H bonds surroundinga vacancyat site d
(d is the Wyckoff notation for the site So,which
has 4 symmetry in space group la3d) form a
tetrahedron.The position of the oxygenatoms is
slightlydisplacedfrom their positionin the (SiO/a
tetrahedron, and H atoms are located outside the
tetrahedralvolume, with their positionsnot being
strongly dependenton OH content. Becausethe
displacement vectors of the oxygen atoms are
approximatelyparallel to the d-O directionsin the
tetrahedron,the (O*Hr)a tetrahedronis larger than
(SiO4)4-in size, but does not differ in shape or
orientation.Therefore,as a first approximation,
the (OaHa)a unit will keep the Z4 structural
symmetry; an analysisby group theory suggests
that it should have l8 normal vibrationalmodes.
They are as follows:
rl?{n*

:2A{R)

+ 2E(R) +.F,(rn) + 3F2(R,rR)

Only one A, (Ramanactive)and one F2 (Raman
and infrared doubly active) are the modes related
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Counts/ Sec X 10 E2

5.600
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4.E00
3760.0
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3600.0
vibration of OH.
pyrope
stretchirig
inclusion:
Hc. 5. Ramanspectrumof the

with the stretchingvibration of O-H bond (Table
are Iocatedin the 3500-3800
2), whosefrequencies
cm-r region. Because the (OnHa)+ tetrahedron
occupiesthe Sasite in the pyrope structure, the F2
triply degeneratemode further splits into two
which are
modes,belongingto the B and E species,
all doubly activemodes(Table 3). In addition, the
factor group splitting can be neglected,becauseless
than one (SiO4)+tetrahedroncan be replacedby a
(OaHo)+ group per unit cell in the structure of
pyrope (Lager et al.1989); therefore,interactions
among neighboring (OrH+)* tetrahedra can be

ignored(Table 3). In general,on the basisof this
analysis, we speculatethat a hydrous pyralspite
garnet (rich in the pyrope component)will exhibit
three Raman bands and two infrared absorption
bands in the OH stretching vibration region
3500-3800cm-r. They are:

r:?#il:;,io = A(R) + B(R'IR)+ E(R"rR)
This speculation is approximately coincident
with the experimentallyobservedfindings. Both
the result of Aines & Rossman(1984b)and the
result of our experiment (Wang 1988) on a

TABLE 2. FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATION MODES OF (O4H4)4OH
symmctry

sitc
symmctry

9'"
-9-="
Arr( (RR, l ,RI )R )
II ',((RR, I,R
rR
) )-- A

-N=4

symmctric
strctching

f inrcrvib.

a-- =
\-

-T

molecular
symmctry

4 r1( (R )
A
-F2(R'IR)
A1(R)

A1(T) 5-

\-----E(n)
E(T,,Ty)
ft-F'(In)
-F2(R,IR)

f*n..

- Fzq"rrlla)

E(R.,Ry)--_in]
I- rir.

\r'1n'tR;
- Fr(R,,Re,R)
l(o'8"'-

= 2A,(R)+ 2E(R)+ F,(In)t3Fr(R,IR)
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TABLE 3. STRETCHINGVIBRATION MODESOF (O4H4)4IN THE PYROPESTRUCTURE
molccular
symmetry
Td

factor group
splitring

sitc group
splitring

s4 -N<

Ar(R)

r,iiiifrr<*B[ljl]

1 --Or

A (R)
could bc ncglc crcd

\?,#ilil,,u. = A(R)+ B(R,IR)+ E(R,IR)
megacrysticgarnet rich in the pyrope component,
taken from a kimberlite from Liaoning, China,
indicatetwo overlappinginfrared absorptionbands
near 3640and 3560cm-r; the Raman measurement
for the same pyrope particle demonstrates, as
predicted,three bands,near 3730,3640,and 3560
cm-r (Fig. 6a). Therefore, the two doubly active
bandsnear 3640and 3560cm-lhavebeenassigned
to the B,E modes,whereasthe Raman-active
band
near 3730 cm-l must be the symmetric stretching
vibrationalmode A of the (OnHo)agroup.
However, in turning the polarizer at the output
terminal of the Ar+ laser, it was found that the
Raman band near 3730 cm-l has a polarization
behavior opposite to that of the symmetric
stretchingvibrational mode of (SiOr4- group near
920 cm-t, which also belongs to the A ipecies
(Wang 1987).In general,the Raman bands that
belongto a samesymmetricspecieswill reachtheir
maximum under a unique polarization direction of
excitingradiation. But Figure 6 showsthat the band

near 3730cm-l and that near 920 cm-t reach their
maxima separatelyunder two different conditions
of polarization (polarizer angle 0 : 600", and 0
690", i.e., perpendicular to each other),
although they both belong to the A species.This
experimentalanomaly posesa questionconcerning
the real structural role of the hydrous component
in pyrope.
Assumingthat the hydrouscomponenttakeson
structural forms other than the (OoHo)a entity
(Cohen-Addadetal.1967),or it occupiessiresother
than Sa(Bassoet al. 1984),group-theory analysis
indicatesthat it will always have a Raman-active
mode that belongsto A (or A'1, A", A,") species
representingthe symmetric stretchingvibration of
the O-H bond. In fact, none of the Ramanbands
in 3500-3800cm-rregionhasthe samepolarization
behavior as the band near 920 cm-l 1A," species).
Moreover, the number of infrared ana Raman
bands derived from the above assumptionsflable
4) also differs from the experimentalresults. We

TABLE 4. STRETCHING VIBRATION MODESOF OH IN THE PYROPE
STRUCTURE VIIITHDIFFERENT MODESoF SUBSTITUTION
form of OH sitcin
ot j
substitute
lsymmctry
s i t ci n
molccular
for
pyropc
group

vtD.

cr"

54

o,o, *oJo,.t u(o,*l

cru

cru

D3
s4

cr"

cr"

| Ar(R)+E(R,IR)
A(R)+B(R,IR)
Ar(R)

Co"

oh

c.

No.

fo!

Mgoe

'rF:
2 4 ( R) r 2 Br ( R , R
t )+
R , I R )I 2 B

'* The factor groupspllttingrvasignoredin all cases.

numb€o
r fIR
numberof
bands(in 3500 Ramanbands
-3800 cm-r)

3
2
2
I
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3540.0
Counts/ SecXl0

3600.n

E3

of the O-H stretchingmode(-3730
displacements
cm-l) and that of (SiOr4- stretchingmode (-920
in
cm-l) are considered.The atomic displacements
a stretchingvibrational mode are known alwaysto
occur along the bonding direction. However, the
structural refinements(Lager et al. 1989, CohenAddad et al.1967) revealthat the O-H bondsin a
substituting polyhedron, presentas (OrH)a or in
other forms, do not parallel the Si-O bonds in an
equivalent (SiO4)4-tetrahedron. The calculated
angle between O-H and O-Si directions in
hydrogarnetstructuresvariesfrom about 45 to 82o.
It is thus very possiblethat the stretchingband of
O-H bond will reach its maximum under a
polarization direction (d = 600') that is perpendicular to the direction (0 = 690") approximately
suitable for the stretchingmode of the (SiOa)&
group.
CONCLUSION
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By meansof a micro-Ramaninvestigation,two
microstructural variations, the degeneration of
long-rangeorder and the existenceof structurally
boundhydrouscomponent,havebeendocumented
in a pyropeinclusionin diamond.They providethe
direct evidenceof the existenceof crystalline-toamorphoustransition in a mantle-derivedcrystal,
the incorporation of "mantle water" into the
structureof a magnesiumsilicatethat is nominally
anhydrous,and the possiblegeneticcorrelationof
these two phenomenaunder the physical and
chemical conditions in the upper mantle where
diamondforms.
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